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About This Content

Happy Winter – Unbelievable prices until 01/04/2017 – Discover Ticket to Ride - Switzeland now at a reduced price.

Unlike all our other maps, the Swiss map was initially designed as an Online map, and only later released as an add-on to the
board game version. Specially conceived for 2 and 3 player games, this map is board game designer Alan R. Moon’s favorite!

Key Features:

A whole new map of Switzerland, designed for 2 and 3 players

New country tickets linking countries to countries and cities to neighboring countries

New locomotive cards that only work in Tunnels

Only 40 trains per player – use them wisely!
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BIG PIECE OF CACA. People say it was really hard and difficult but i finished the entire game in a mear half an hour. Too
easy, good thing i bought the bundle for $4 only.. This DLC is pretty much worth it for the LMGs alone. But like most of the
Weapon packs, grab them on a sale!
Brenner <3. played it for about a minute or two, although i did walk downstairs and instantly collapse out of starvation. i give it
a meh\/meh. The emotional content can be very taxing at times the plot twists and narrative all point to a higher intelligence.

 I guess when i comes to teachers its a learning curvature..............................7\/10. I'm sorry to say that after years of posting
about the bugs every player have, there's still some major, game-breaking bugs around, like "my game can't even start right",
broken puzzles, and lots of other things missing.

I'm really sad that such a cool game was abandonned, and I wish that the team would give us more info via the bug thread that
was started at least a year ago.

Dev team, if you're still there, please tell us how we can support you so you can't finish and debug the problems that are making
this game so frustatingly unplayable.. I'm on the fence about whether or not I "recommend" this game -- I'm putting it as yes,
because I did enjoy my time with it. However, I don't think it's a game for mass audiences.

The key aspect of LoA is that it is a STRATEGY game in the truest sense. Not strategy a la real-time-strategy games that in
reality emphasize tactics over strategy, this game is about coming up with a grand overarching plan, sticking to it when it's
working, modifying it when it's not, and coming up with new ones when your old plan gets blown out of the water.

Combat is very simple: Two armies meet, time passes, and people die. The victor is determined purely through strategic-level
elements: How many troops are on each side of the field, how rested those troops are, how good those troops are, and what
magic influences the field. I appreciate the change of pace.

One reason people might want to not buy LoA is that there's only one real campaign right now (plus a tiny tutorial campaign
which doesn't count) and it doesn't seem like there's much replay value after you beat that campaign, and once you understand
everything the campaign's not that difficult. I beat it on my second or third "real" try (not counting early plays where I didn't
know what was going on, some experimental plays where I was intentionally doing "stupid" things in order to learn new tricks,
etc) on the medium difficulty.. Same issues many others are having. Unable to load without the screen going black. Having to
sign-out of windows to get my screen working normally. Completely unplayable. Waste of money.. this is the world's
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing worst game! ever! I regret I have wasted my money on
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this game and whoever made this
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game!. The Devs may be dead. The game may have been under the radar.
But its musics have a soul. They are perfect.
Buy it, not only will you support the dev, but also will you get exclusive soundtracks in both mp3 and flacs format.
If you loved the game, do it.
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I realize at first it looks like your average shovelware fps, but it's pretty damn good. I feel bad for getting it on sale because it's
fantastic and it looks like no one really knows about it.

The gameplay is something I can genuinely call a "Doom clone". You have your faster straferunning, 2.5D engine, an arsenal
that resembles Doom's (no SSG tho :( ), a great soundtrack...
There's a custom map maker and workshop support but there's hardly any maps on there so I can't really call that a selling point.
There's lots of difficulty options, and it runs on just about anything. If you're one of those pansies that complains about
hitscanners, there's not any in this.

Overall, very worth it for the $3 I got it for.. A mildly infurating game of mouse dexterity and percision. Not one I would
reccomend or buy outside of getting it bundled with a bunch of other puzzles.. should come with larger dlc... i love you guys but
you need to figure this whole dlc\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out. I love MTG and being able to play it in the
comfort of my own home makes it even better. At the time of this, MTG Arena is in Beta and is by FAR the best PC version
they have ever created. With that being said, if you are like me and have times when you are unable to play Arena and need
something that can run without internet to fill your MTG need, then you are here now.

Having put in several hours into the game, I do not understand most other reviews that says the game cheats. I have never seen it
pull something out of thin air that is unbeatable on turn 1, nor have I ever seen the game have such a stacked deck that I stood
no chance against it. And yes, I am playing on the highest difficulty. Often I find that if I am having a hard time with a deck the
AI is using, I switch it up and can usually come out on top.

I have found the game lacking and disappointing in other areas. This version of the game was also released on Mobile and they
just simply used the same interface for mobile on PC....which sucks. Also, the card pool is incredibly shallow and lacking the
key cards needed to make fun decks. Want to make a token deck? Sorry, they will give SOME cards for it, but nothing you
NEED. Vampire deck? Same. Mana Ramp? Same. Any theme deck? Same...You'll always find you are close, but just can not
make it exactly as you want\/need it to be. This is my biggest gripe with the game, the simple lack of ability to just make a deck
that completely works. Instead, you'll find yourself throwing together a deck that is barely functional.

Beyond that, the game offers a campaign that can take a bit to get through, but does not offer too much resistance. It also offers
some vs computer options and online play. These are pretty straight forward with nothing too out there. I am sad they did not
included any of the more fun game modes that the earlier versions had.

All in all...Eh? This version is the last of the Duels series and probably offers the least content out of all of them. The deck
building offers more control than the others, but has the limitations as said above. I honestly can not recommend this game for
full price and its just barely recommended if its on sale.. Another one of those sadly underrated games.

Cloudborn is genuinely wonderfull, with a setting very similar to Windland : stylised but consistent ruins, canyons and floating
rocks. The stylised art, beside looking great, has the added bonus of being easy on the GPU, which means that framerates are
constantly good.
Gameplaywise it falls definitely in the exploratory platformer category, with most of the movement done by free climbing and
hanging to vines. The mechanics and the gameplay are solid and fun. The levels have a defined start and end, but the path in
itself is not predetermined (within reason:)

Highly recommended if like games like Climbey or The Climb.
. Don't do it. Used to work freight trains on the branch. Love it! Siding in Ridham Dock are not accurate, I used to take 36
wagon coal trains in there! Worth getting this one.. https://youtu.be/J8anii1cuEI

When a blight hits the land and destroys all the gardens in the kingdom it's up to the princess to restore them back to their
former glory.

A fine task to undertake but gameplay is relegated to clicking things as they pop up until you eventually win. Later levels do
ramp up the difficulty slightly by requiring optimal play to earn all three stars on a level. Even with that added pressure the
decision making for the player is minimal at best.. A game with great potential! Let's wait next updates.. Example of one of the
finest and earliest modern first person turn based CRPGs with unique aspects that adorn the game.
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Game with its rich details and deep nature comes close to D&D experiences of isometric games immersion wise that I had as a
player.

It's as much an unique game for RPGs as E.Y.E. Divine Cybermancy is to shooters or 'regular' Quake is for that matter. Strange
and different yet captivatingly fun and memorable.

Game has very detailed character creation sheet with Classes like ''Ninja'', ''Samurai'' and ''Monk'' (amongst others) and further
deep character creation and combat based systems. Game's also heavy on the action and I like it with UI style that it has which is
very remeniscent of dungeon crawlers of old.

Game is a true milestone and a columniation of an era from an age in gaming history and it shows because among other things it
still stands.

A proverbial 'pillar of eternity' in its class and of the likes that you probably won't be seeing made anymore in that particular
style. The game has a sort of prototype feel to it because in esence in our gaming culture it is a rare game.

It comes from an age that as quickly it dawned it equally fast disappeared, it seems leaving a trail behind with some memorable
titles.

Ultimately it's a product of its time and in this sense game is very monumental.

So we could say this is truly an unique game if nothing for the very imsersive and action packed experiences it delivers. One of
the rare games that combines Sci-Fi with fantasy and blends it into the gameplay. It's got this Giger-esque feeling to it that's sort
of hard to describe, especially considering that the game is odd but the monsters and some settings in the world are evident of
this. It's an unique and cherishable art style and a dark, empty and desolate place fighting monsters.

The particular style of dungeon crawling took off in Japan and became very popular with countless clones being reproduced. I
thought that as an interesting and a fortunate fact for this particular game that as a series spans its roots back in history. Games
that were ultimately very influential but rather forgotten in the realms of time.

Very, very excellent. Just makes me want there was more.
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